Your complete cloud geospatial solution.
Rich GIS functionality. Flexible, scalable and secure.
GEOCIRRUS delivers spatial information, tools and
applications that help you make better decisions.
Stream spatial content, analyze patterns, solve
problems and share your ideas and maps, all from
your web browser or mobile device.

Need premium or industry-speciﬁc content, smart
tools for complex analytical problems or easy access
to a map of your assets?
Think GEOCIRRUS.

Premium content

Device independence

Stream aerial and satellite imagery, terrain models
and base maps, LiDAR point clouds and 3D
building models.

Accessible on your desktop, tablet or mobile
device.

Industry-specific solutions

Sophisticated tools

Simplify and improve business processes within
Query and edit datasets, measure and markup
government and utilities, infrastructure, mining and maps and assets, run reports, print and share maps.
resources, renewables, environment, agriculture and
Smart Cities.

Integration
Connect the open GEOCIRRUS platform with your
corporate IT systems and web applications.

With GEOCIRRUS you can easily create, analyse, share
and view maps and location information—any time,
anywhere and on any device.
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Because GEOCIRRUS is in the cloud it is also
• Scalable
Meet your demand peaks and troughs.

• Secure
Control access to your data and applications.

• Available
On-demand spatial content, tools and applications.

• IT resource independent
Eliminate expensive, specialized software and IT
management overhead.

• Flexible
Break away from the traditional software model and
pay for what you use, when you use it.

Find a GEOCIRRUS solution to meet your needs

GEOCIRRUS ORIGIN

GEOCIRRUS NODE

GEOCIRRUS Origin is our premium content service.
Select from an extensive catalogue of base maps, aerial
and satellite imagery, terrain data and 3D models. Or,
add content from third party map services and providers.
GEOCIRRUS Origin also provides a secure, and cost
effective, storage solution for your own content. This
reduces the need for in-house infrastructure and IT
resources.

GEOCIRRUS Node provides workflows and APIs that
integrate GIS data and applications into your business
processes. GEOCIRRUS Node helps you manage energy
and infrastructure project permits, calculate solar
potential in the renewable energy sector and plan new
urban precincts in our cities.

GEOCIRRUS EDGE

GEOCIRRUS LINK

GEOCIRRUS Edge enables easy and secure sharing
of rich geospatial content through our GIS viewer.
Interrogate data, print high resolution maps, design and
build workﬂows and run reports from your browser or
smart device. It’s instant web GIS.

GEOCIRRUS Link gives you direct access to our team
of geospatial professionals. Whether you need data
collection, GIS-enabled work ﬂows, complex analysis, or
to visualize a transport network, our experienced team
can help develop your GEOCIRRUS solution.

For rich GIS functionality from a flexible, scalable and secure platform, contact us at

geocirrus.com
geocirrus@aamgroup.com
Australia | India | Malaysia | New Zealand | South Africa | Singapore

